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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to an image retrieving and

delivering system and an image retrieving and delivering

method in which a feature degree and/or format information

are extracted from each piece of image data such as a moving

picture, a static picture or the like recorded in an analog

or digital form, one piece of image data is retrieved by

using the extracted feature degree of the image data, a

format of the image data obtained as a retrieval result

is converted according to a processing capability of a user

terminal in which the image data is to be received, and

the image data is delivered to the user terminal.

Description of Related Art

A system described in "Open type image data base GIRLS

aiming at a medium of a network type multimedia

information" (Shingaku technical reports) provides an

example of a conventional image retrieving and delivering

system operated with a network. In this system, pieces of

image data scattered on a network are collected by using



the World Wide Web (WWW) functioning as an information

providing system on the network, a data base of the pieces

of image data is automatically produced, and a piece of

desired image data is retrieved from the produced data

base

.

First, the WWW is described. In the WWW, image data is

expressed as a document of a hyper text file (hereinafter,

called an HTML file) described by a language called a Hyper

Text Makeup Language (HTML), Also, in the HTML, link

information to another HTML file or another piece of image

data is described by using a network address called a

universal resource locator (URL). When a URL of an HTML

file or a piece of image data is specified, an asynchronous

transfer can be performed for information positioned at

a network address of the URL according to a protocol called

an Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP).

Here, returning to the description of the conventional

image retrieving and delivering system, the conventional

system is composed of a data base structuring unit and a

data base searching unit. First, in the data base

structuring unit, pieces of link information are traced

one after another from a certain URL to collect pieces of

information, and a data base of the pieces of information

is automatically structured. Specifically, image data

relating to an HTML file corresponding to the certain URL

is transferred to the data base structuring unit by using

the HTTP. Thereafter, the image data relating to the HTML

file is analyzed in the data base structuring unit to take

out an image and a link to another HTML file from the image

data. Thereafter, an image processing is performed for the



obtained image in the data base structuring unit to extract

a feature degree from the image, and supplementary

information is extracted from the HTML file in which the

URL of the image is described. Here the supplementary

information indicates, for example, the URL of the image.

The feature of the extracted image, the supplementary

information and a contracted image of the image data are

registered in the data base by the function of the data

base structuring unit.

Also, in the data base searching unit, image data close

to a user's request is retrieved according to the features

of the images registered in the data base. The retrieved

image data is converted into an HTML file, and the user

can read the HTML file by using a WWW browser.

In a conventional image retrieving and delivering system

with the above configuration, because it is assumed that

client terminals such as a personal computer and a work

station respectively connected with an internet, to which

image data obtained as a retrieval result is to be delivered,

have almost the same processing capability as each other,

the image data obtained as the retrieval result is edited

and processed in only a predetermined format, and the

image data obtained as the retrieval result is delivered

to the client terminal. Therefore, in cases where a

processing capability of the user's terminal is low, there

is a problem that the user cannot use the conventional image

retrieving and delivering system.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

provided to solve the above
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broblem, and an object of the present invention is to obtain

auri image retrieving and delivering system and an image

retrieving and delivering method in which image data

obtained as a retrieval result is delivered in a format

5 corresponding to a processing capability of each terminal

(for example, a portable telephone, a visual telephone,

a personal computer or, the like) to the terminal through

one of Various types of networks such as a radio type

network . \

10 An image\retr ieving and delivering system according to

the present Invent ion comprises a data base for registering

each of a plvrarality of images including a moving picture

and a static picture with a feature descriptor of the image,

image retrieving means for retrieving one feature

15 descriptor registered in the data base according to a

retrieval condition input by a user and obtaining a

retrieval result satisfying the retrieval condition, and

contents additionalXservice means for editing and

processing the retrieval result according to a delivery

20 condition obtained front a user terminal side on which the

retrieval result is to ba received. Therefore, because an

output format of the retrieval result and a format of an

output image are edited ami processed according to the

delivery condition of the users/terminal side, the retrieval

25 result can be easily displayeci in each of various types

of terminals having process ingXcapabil it ies different

from each other. \

In an image retrieving and delivering system according

to the present invention, the contents additional service

30 means comprises terminal information\obtaining means for



obtaining terminal information of the user terminal as the

delivery condition. Therefore, because an output format

of txie retrieval result and a format of an output image

are edited and processed according to a processing

capability of the user terminal, the retrieval result can

be easily\displayed in each of various types of terminals

having processing capabilities different from each other.

In an imagre retrieving and delivering system according

to the present\invention , the contents additional service

means produces data, which relates to the retrieval result

and of which the reception in the user terminal is possible,

according to the delivery condition specified by the user

and transmits the Yiata to the user terminal before the

transmission of the retrieval result. Therefore, the user

can easily retrieve aViesired image from images of various

kinds of retrieval results.

An image retrieving and delivering system according to

the present invention further comprises contents

description meta-data producing means for extracting a

feature degree of each of a plurality of input images and

format information of the Miput image and producing the

feature descriptor of each input image, and data storing

unit for registering each feature descriptor produced by

the contents description meta-data producing means and the

input image relating to the featuxe descriptor in the data

base. Therefore, the data base Ivaving the feature

descriptors which can be easily compared with the delivery

condition can be obtained from each of various types of

terminals having processing capabilities different from

each other. \



\ In an image retrieving and delivering system according

to t*te present invention, the contents additional service

means\ comprises converting means for converting an image

format\and an output format in the image of the retrieval

result Into those suitable for the terminal information

of the usW terminal, filtering means for performing no

transmission of the retrieval result which does not suit

the terminalNinformation , or replacing means for replacing

the retrieval\result not suitable for the terminal

information wi'oJi substitutive data suitable for the

terminal information. Therefore, the retrieval result can

be easily displayed in each of various types of terminals

having processing capabilities different from each other.

In an image retrieVing and delivering system according

to the present invention, the contents additional service

means transmits the retrieval result, which is not edited

or processed, to another\terminal specified by the user

in advance when the retrieval result is edited and

processed according to the terminal information of the user

terminal. Therefore, the retVieval result can be easily

displayed in each of various Vypes of terminals having

processing capabilities different from each other.

In an image retrieving and deliVering system according

to the present invention, the conteVts additional service

means comprises a plurality of editSLng means for

respectively editing and processing tKe retrieval result

not suitable for the terminal information of the user

terminal, and the plurality of editing means are properly

selectable in one of an image retrieval requiring side,

an image retrieval performing side and a contents providing



side on which the images are registered in the data base.

Therefore, the retrieval can be performed while reflecting

an intention of the image retrieval requiring side, the

imageVretr ieval performing side or the contents providing

side. \

In afi image retrieving and delivering system according

to the present invention, the image format includes at

least one otf a coding method of the image of the retrieval

result, a bxS: rate, a frame rate, a resolution degree and

a file size. Therefore, the retrieval result can be easily

displayed in ekch of various types of terminals having

processing capabilities different from each other.

In an image retVieving and delivering system according

to the present inversion, the contents additional service

means produces the crata, which relates to the retrieval

result and of which tire reception in the user terminal is

possible, according toVcopyright information and/or a

distribution condition okthe image of the retrieval result.

Therefore, the user can easily retrieve a desired image

from images of various kincis of retrieval results.

An image retrieving and delivering system according to

the present invention comprisesya data base for registering

each of a plurality of images including a moving picture

and a static picture with a feature (descriptor of the image,

image retrieving means for retrieving one feature

descriptor registered in the data base according to a

retrieval condition input by a user and obtaining a

retrieval result satisfying the retrieval condition,

output control means for transmitting theVetrieval result

and the feature descriptor relating to the retrieval result



bx) a user terminal, and contents description meta-data

arralyzing means, arranged in the user terminal, for

analyzing the feature descriptor transmitted from the

output, control means and determining whether or not the

retrieval result is to be received. Therefore, because the

user can (distinguish the retrieval result by analyzing the

feature or\ the image of the retrieval result and meta-

data describing a format of the image, the retrieval result

can be eas ilyV displayed in each of various types of

terminals havinsg processing capabilities different from

each other. \

An image retrieVing and delivering method according to

the present invention comprises an image retrieving step

of retrieving a feature descriptor of an image registered

in a data base according to a retrieval condition input

by a user and obtaining aVetrieval result satisfying the

retrieval condition, and k contents additional service

step of editing and processing the retrieval result

according to a delivery condition obtained from a user

terminal side on which the retrieval result is to be

received. Therefore, because an ^output format of the

retrieval result and a format of an output image are edited

and processed according to the delivery condition of the

user terminal side, the retrieval result can be easily

displayed in each of various types of \erminals having

processing capabilities different from each other.

In an image retrieving and delivering method according

to the present invention, the contents additional service

step includes a step of obtaining terminal information of

the user terminal as the delivery condition. Therefore,
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because an output format of the retrieval result and a

format of an output image are edited and processed

according to a processing capability of the user terminal,

the Nret rieval result can be easily displayed in each of

varioVs types of terminals having processing capabilities

different from each other.

In a\ image retrieving and delivering method according

to the present invention, the contents additional service

step includes a step of producing data, which relates to

the retrieval, result and of which the reception in the user

terminal is possible, according to the delivery condition

specified by tlrfe user and a step of transmitting the data

to the user terminal before the transmission of the

retrieval result • Vherefore , the user can easily retrieve

a desired image from images of various kinds of retrieval

results . \

An image retrieving and delivering method according to

the present invention Nfurther comprises a contents

description meta-data pVoducing step of extracting a

feature degree of the imaae and format information of the

image when the image is irvput and producing the feature

descriptor, and a data storing step of registering the

feature descriptor produced im the contents description

meta-data producing step and tlie input image in the data

base. Therefore, a data base having the feature descriptors

which can be easily compared withxthe delivery condition

can be obtained from each of variotis types of terminals

having processing capabilities different from each other.

In an image retrieving and delivering method according

to the present invention, the contents Additional service



sY^p includes at least one of a converting step of

converting an image format and an output format in the image

of Vhe retrieval result into those suitable for the

termdnal information of the user terminal, a filtering step

of performing no transmission of the retrieval result which

does nbt suit the terminal information, and a replacing

step of\replacing the retrieval result not suitable for

the terminal information with substitutive data suitable

for the terminal information. Therefore, the retrieval

result can >be easily displayed in each of various types

of terminals^ having processing capabilities different

from each other.

In an image Retrieving and delivering method according

to the present invention, the contents additional service

step includes a ste^p of transmitting the retrieval result,

which is not edited, or processed, to another terminal

specified by the user\in advance when the retrieval result

is edited and processed according to the terminal

information of the user rerminal. Therefore, the retrieval

can be performed while reflecting an intention of the image

retrieval requiring side, \he image retrieval performing

side or the contents providing side.

In an image retrieving andideliver ing method according

to the present invention, the cojitents additional service

step includes a step of producing, the data, which relates

to the retrieval result and of whi)ch the reception in the

user terminal is possible, according to copyright

information and/or a distribution condition of the image

of the retrieval result. Therefore, the user can easily

retrieve a desired image from images ofVarious kinds of
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itrieval results.

An image retrieving and delivering method according to

the ©resent invention comprises an image retrieving step

of retrieving a feature descriptor of an image registered

in a dat^ base according to a retrieval condition input

by a user and obtaining a retrieval result satisfying the

retrieval condition, an output control step of

transmitting isjie retrieval result and the feature

descriptor relating to the retrieval result to a user

10 terminal, and a contents description meta-data analyzing

step of analyzing t^e feature descriptor transmitted in

the output control s^p and determining on the user

terminal side whether £\r not the retrieval result is to

be received. Therefore, ftecause the user can distinguish

15 the retrieval result by analyzing the feature of the image

of the retrieval result and nneta-data describing a format

of the image, the retrieval restalt can be easily displayed

in each of various types of terminals having processing

capabilities different from each\other.

20

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Fig. J^is a diagram showing the whole configuration of

an image retrieving and delivering system according to the

present invention

;

25 Fig^Z^is a diagram showing the configuration of a server

in the image retrieving and delivering system according

to a first embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 3.;/is a flow chart showing a data base registering

operation performed in an input data registering unit of

30 the image retrieving and delivering system according to



the first eigJa<5cFiment of the present invention;

Fig. 4^is a flow chart showing a processing operation

of anr image retrieving and delivering unit of the image

retrieving and delivering system according to the first

embodiments^ the present invention;

Fig. J^C is a diagram showing a display example of a

retrieval result in a client-side terminal (formed of a

personal computer) of the image retrieving and delivering

system according^'cTthe first embodiment of the present

invention

;

Fig. is a diagram showing a display example of a

retrieval result in a client-side terminal (formed of a

portable telephone) of the image retrieving and delivering

system according to the first embodiment of the present

invention;

Fig. 6 jrS^a diagram showing a configuration example of

the clfent-side terminal used for the image retrieving

and delivering system according to the first embodiment

of the present invention; and

Fig. "pis a diagram showing the configuration of a client

in an image retrieving and delivering system according

to a sixth embodiment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

The invention will now be described with reference to

the accompanying drawings

.

EMBODIMENT 1

Fig. 1 is a diagram showing the whole configuration of

an image retrieving and delivering system according to the

present invention

.



As shown in Fig. 1, clients, to which image data obtained

as a retrieval result is delivered, may be formed of various

terminals such as a personal computer, a portable telephone

a portable information terminal, a digital television and

the like. Such terminals have processing capabilities

different from each other. A user can utilize an image

retrieving and delivering system through one of the clients

The client-side terminals access to networks different

from each other. For example, one personal computer is

directly connected to one network of an internet protocol

(IP) base, and another personal computer is connected to

another network through an already-existing telephone

line such as Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN).

Both the portable telephone and the portable information

terminal are connected to a radio type network ( for example,

IMT-2000). The digital television is connected to a

dedicated cable, a terrestrial television broadcasting

network or a satellite television broadcasting network.

Fig. 2 is a diagram showing the configuration of a server

in the image retrieving and delivering system according

to a first embodiment of the present invention. In Fig.

2, 1 indicates an input data registering unit for

receiving an input image and registering the input image

in a data base, and the input data registering unit 1

comprises an input control unit 2 and a contents

description meta-data producing unit 3. 2 indicates the

input control unit for receiving the input image, 3

indicates the contents description meta-data producing

unit for performing an image-processing for the input image

transmitted from the input control unit 2 to extract a



feature degree and producing meta-data in which the feature

degree is described. 4 indicates a data storing unit for

storing both the meta-data produced in the contents

description meta-data producing unit 3 and the input image,

5 indicates an image retrieving and delivering unit for

retrieving image data satisfying a user's request from the

data storing unit 4 and delivering the image data obtained

as a retrieval result to a terminal used by the user, 6

indicates an input control unit for receiving a retrieval

request output from the terminal used by the user, 7

indicates an image retrieving unit for retrieving the image

data satisfying the user's request by using the meta-data,

in which the feature degree is described, retrieved from

the data storing unit 4, 8 indicates a terminal information

obtaining unit for obtaining information of the reception

terminal used by the user, 9 indicates a contents

additional service unit for performing an additional

service by converting the image data obtained as the

retrieval result in the image retrieving unit 7 into

information suitable for a processing capability of the

terminal used by the user, and 10 indicates an output

control unit for delivering the image data of the retrieval

result output from the image retrieving unit 7 and the

contents additional service unit 9 to the reception

terminal of the user.

Next, an operation is described in detail.

First, a processing operation of the input data

registering unit is described in detail.

Fig. 3 is a flow chart showing an operation for

registering a new input image of the input data registering



unit in the data base in the image retrieving and delivering

system according to the first embodiment of the present

invention. Here, a new input image is transmitted from one

terminal of a client side through one network or is directly

input to a server having the input data registering unit.

An example in which a new input image is transmitted from

one terminal of the client side through one network is the

situation in which an image photographed by a portable

telephone having a camera or an image received by video

mail is registered in a server. As is described above, the

input control unit 2 has an interface for receiving the

image through a network and an interface for directly

receiving the image.

In a step STl , an input image to be newly registered is

received in the input control unit 2 and is output to the

contents description meta-data producing unit 3. In the

contents description meta-data producing unit 3, when the

input image is received, an image processing is performed

for the input image to extract a feature degree from the

input image (step ST2 ) . Here, a color, a texture, a motion

or a shape in the input image is, for example, extracted

as a feature degree. In this case, it is applicable that

a conventional image feature extracting technique for

extracting the feature degree of the input image be used

in order to extract the feature degree.

Thereafter, a keyword describing the feature of the input

image and additional information of the input image are

extracted in the contents description meta-data producing

unit 3. Here, information relating to a format of the input

image such as a coding method (MPEG-1 , MPEG-2 , MPEG-4 , JPEG



or the like) of the input image, a bit rate, a frame rate,

a resolution degree and a file size, information relating

to a copyright of the input image or information relating

to a distribution condition (free distribution or charged

distribution) of contents of the input image is, for

example, extracted as additional information.

Thereafter, in the contents description meta-data

producing unit 3, the feature degree and the additional

information of the extracted input image are described

according to a format defined in advance, and contents

description meta-data (feature descriptor) is produced

( step ST4 )

.

Finally, in the contents description meta-data producing

unit 3, the input image and the contents description

meta-data produced in the step ST4 are stored in the data

storing unit 4 (step ST5). Therefore, the new input image

can be registered in the data base of the data storing unit

4 .

Next, a processing operation of the image retrieving and

delivering unit 5 is described in detail.

Fig. 4 is a flow chart showing a processing operation

of the image retrieving and delivering unit of the image

retrieving and delivering system according to the first

embodiment of the present invention.

First, a retrieval request of an image and a retrieval

condition are received in the input control unit 6 from

a user through one network (step ST10), and the retrieval

condition of the user is output to the image retrieving

unit 7. Here, a keyword directly indicating the image to

be retrieved, meta-data describing the feature degree of



the image to be retrieved or a sample image is specified

by the user as a retrieval condition*

In the image retrieving unit 7 , it is judged whether or

not the retrieval condition input from the input control

unit 6 indicates a sample image. In cases where the

retrieval condition does not indicate a sample image, the

procedure proceeds to a step ST13, a matching processing

for the meta-data of the data storing unit 4 is performed.

In cases where the retrieval condition indicates a sample

image, the procedure proceeds to a step ST12, and an

extraction operation for a feature degree of the sample

image is performed (step ST11).

In cases where the retrieval condition indicates a sample

image in the step ST11, a feature degree such as a color,

a texture, a motion or a shape in the sample image is

extracted from the sample image in the image retrieving

unit 7, and meta-data describing the feature degree is

produced (step ST12).

Thereafter, in the image retrieving unit 7, a matching

processing of a keyword of the retrieval condition and the

feature degree of the retrieval condition for a keyword

and a feature degree described in each piece of contents

description meta-data of the data storing unit 4 is

performed, and image data requested by the user is obtained

as a retrieval result (step ST13).

Thereafter, in the terminal information obtaining unit

8, information of a user terminal, in which the image data

obtained as the retrieval result is to be received, is

obtained (step ST14). The terminal information is

transmitted simultaneously with the transmission of the



retrieval condition and is obtained in the image retrieving

and delivering unit 5 through the input control unit 6.

Also, in case of a server having a user registration

function, it is applicable that the user register in

advance his terminal information in the server at a time

of the user registration and the terminal information

registered in the server be obtained in the image

retrieving and delivering unit 5 at a time of the retrieval.

When the terminal information is obtained in the terminal

information obtaining unit 8, the terminal information is

output to the contents additional service unit 9. In the

contents additional service unit 9, when the terminal

information of the user is received, the judgment whether

or not the reception of the image data of the retrieval

result obtained in the step ST13 is possible in the user

terminal is performed to perform a processing for

transmitting the image data of the retrieval result to the

user terminal by proceeding the procedure to a step ST17

in cases where the reception is possible and to perform

a processing for converting the image data of the retrieval

result by proceeding the procedure to a step ST16 in cases

where the reception is impossible (step ST15). As is

described above, the terminal information of the user

terminal is used as a delivery condition for delivering

the retrieval result.

In cases where it is judged in the step ST15 that the

reception of the image data of the retrieval result is

possible in the user terminal, the contents addition

service unit 9 controls the image retrieving unit 7 to make

the image retrieving unit 7 transmit the image data of the



retrieval result to the user terminal through the output

control unit 10 (step ST17).

Also, in cases where it is judged in the step ST15 that

the reception of the image data of the retrieval result

is impossible in the user terminal, the image retrieving

unit 7 outputs the image data of the retrieval result to

the contents addition , service unit 9. In the contents

addition service unit 9, when the image data of the

retrieval result is received, an output format of the image

data is converted according to a processing capability of

the user terminal and a network type (step ST16).

Here, an operation of the image retrieving and delivering

unit 5 according to the first embodiment is described in

detail while citing a specific example. For example, a case

that a user accesses to a server having a multimedia picture

book and searches the multimedia picture book to examine

a name of a fish or the ecology of the fish according to

an image of the fish photographed by a digital video camera

is considered. In this case, a retrieval condition used

for the searching of the multimedia picture book is the

photographed image of the fish. In cases where the

photographed image of the fish is transmitted by using a

portable telephone to receive a retrieval result by using

the portable telephone, the image of the fish denoting an

input image is converted into an image of a data format

(MPEG-4 or the like) , which can be transmitted and received

by using the portable telephone, and is transmitted. The

image of the fish denoting the input image is input to the

image retrieving unit 7 through the input control unit 6.

In the image retrieving unit 7, a feature degree such as
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a shape of the fish, a color of the fish, a motion of the

fish or a texture of the fish is extracted from the image

of the fish denoting the input image. Thereafter, a

processing of the matching with the feature degree, which

is described in each piece of contents description

meta-data stored in the data storing unit 4 , is performed

for the extracted feature degree, and image data of each

fish having a feature similar to the extracted feature

degree is obtained.

Fig. 5 is a diagram showing a display example of image

data of a retrieval result in a client-side terminal used

in the image retrieving and delivering system according

to the first embodiment, (a) shows a case that the

client-side terminal is formed of a personal computer, and

(b) shows a case that the client-side terminal is formed

of a portable telephone. As shown in Fig. 5(a), in cases

where image data is transmitted to a terminal such as a

personal computer in which a processing capability of an

image display is sufficient, image data composed of images

(an image of a first retrieval result, an image of a second

retrieval result and an image of a third retrieval result)

of a plurality of fishes having features similar to that

of the input image and data (for example, names of the

fishes and text information relating to the ecology of each

fish) relating to the fishes is transmitted to the personal

computer

.

In contrast, as shown in Fig. 5(b), in cases where image

data is transmitted to a terminal such as a portable

telephone in which a display area is small or a functional

burden is high when many pieces of information are



delivered, image data composed of data (text information)

relating to a fish and link information (location

information of a server in which an image of the fish

exists) to an image of the fish is transmitted. In cases

where the user selects the image of the fish, the image

of the fish is delivered and displayed (in the example of

Fig. 5(b) , in cases where "image display button" is pushed,

the image data of the first retrieval result can be

delivered according to the link information).

Also, in the contents additional service unit 9, a

processing such as a format conversion is performed for

a to-be-transmitted image to convert a format of the image

into a format suitable for a processing capability of the

reception terminal. For example, in the server having the

multimedia picture book, the coding method of the image

is set to MPEG-1, and the resolution degree of the image

is set to 352*240 pixels. In contrast, in cases where the

coding method, at which the reception of data in the

portable telephone is possible, is MPEG-4 and a display

size of the display of the portable telephone is 176*144

pixels, in the contents additional service unit 9, the

format of the image is converted into an image format, in

which the reception of the image is possible in the portable

telephone, by converting the coding method of the image

and the resolution degree of the image.

Here, the coding method and the resolution degree are

described as an example. However, it is applicable that

a bit rate or a frame rate be converted to convert the format

of the image in the contents additional service unit 9.

Also, in cases where a file size of contents (that is,
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image data) to be delivered to the user terminal is, for

example, larger than an upper limit set by the user, a

processing for transmitting a portion of the contents is

performed

.

Therefore, the contents converted in the contents

additional service unit 9 is transmitted through the output

control unit 10.

It is applicable that the server relating to the input

data registering unit 1 be different from that relating

to the image retrieving and delivering unit 5. Also, the

production of the contents description meta-data in the

input data registering unit 1 described above is not

performed, but it is applicable that contents description

meta-data separately produced by a contents producer be

registered with an image relating to the contents

description meta-data. In addition, it is applicable that

meta-data describing a feature degree of an image be

produced by a contents producer and meta-data describing

a distribution condition be produced in a server from which

contents are to be delivered.

Next, the client-side terminal is described.

Fig. 6 is a diagram showing a configuration example of

the client-side terminal used in the image retrieving and

delivering system according to the first embodiment of the

present invention. In Fig. 6, 11 indicates a retrieval

condition inputting unit in which the user inputs a

retrieval condition, 12 indicates an image inputting unit

for obtaining an image from a camera, and 13 indicates a

contents coding unit for coding the image taken in the image

inputting unit 12 at a coding method which makes the image
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possible to be transmitted through a network. 14 indicates

a contents description meta-data producing unit for

extracting a feature .degree from the image taken in the

image inputting unit 12 and producing meta-data describing

5 the extracted feature degree f 15 indicates an output

control unit for transmitting the retrieval condition

input by the user, the input image and the meta-data

describing the feature degree of the input image to a server,

16 indicates an input control unit for receiving a

Q 10 retrieval result transmitted from the server, and 17

Eft indicates a retrieval result displaying unit for
FES

j| displaying the retrieval result.
m
l'% Next, the processing in each unit is described.
y i

W A case that a sample image is given as a retrieval

p 15 condition and an image similar to the sample image is

retrieved is described as an example.

An image obtained by photographing an object with a

camera by a user is taken in the image inputting unit 12

as a sample image. In cases where the taken-in image is

20 transmitted to a server, the input image is output from

the image inputting unit 12 to the contents coding unit

13 . In the contents coding unit 13 , the input image is coded

at a coding method which makes the input image possible

to be transmitted through a network. For example, in cases

25 where the input image is transmitted from a portable

telephone of a transmission terminal to the server in a

radio communication, the input image is coded to a coded

image according to MPEG-4 coding method. The coded image

is transmitted to the server through the output control

30 unit 15.

ns

o



Also, in cases where the taken-in image is not directly

transmitted to the server but a feature degree is extracted

from the taken-in image on the client side to transmit

meta-data describing the feature degree to the server, the

input image is output from the image inputting unit 12 to

the contents description meta-data producing unit 14. In

the contents description meta-data producing unit 14 , a

feature degree of the input image is extracted, and

meta-data describing the feature degree is produced. The

produced meta-data describing the feature degree is

transmitted to the server through the output control unit

5.

When a retrieval condition of a text base such as a keyword

is input to the retrieval condition inputting unit 11 by

the user, the retrieval condition is transmitted from the

retrieval condition inputting unit 11 to the server through

the output control unit 5.

Therefore, a retrieval result, which is obtained by

performing the retrieval in the server and is transmitted

to the client, is received through the input control unit

16 and is displayed in the retrieval result displaying unit

17 .

In cases where the feature degree of the sample image

is extracted in another terminal, it is applicable that

meta-data describing the feature degree is input to the

retrieval condition inputting unit 11.

Also, in cases where the feature degree of the input image

is extracted on the server side to produce meta-data

describing the feature degree on the server side, the

contents description meta-data producing unit 14 can be



omitted

.

In addition, it is not required to perform the processing

corresponding to a processing capability of the

transmission terminal (server) in the image inputting unit

12, the contents coding unit 13 and the contents

description meta-data producing unit 14.

As is described above, in the first embodiment, because

an output format of the retrieval result and a format of

the output image can be converted according to the

processing capability of the reception terminal on the

server side in response to the retrieval request

transmitted from the client, a retrieval result can be

easily displayed in each of various terminals having

processing capabilities different from each other.

EMBODIMENT 2

In the first embodiment, in cases where the retrieval

result cannot be displayed in the user terminal, an example

in which an output image is output is described. The format

of the output image is converted in the contents additional

service unit so as to make the user terminal possible to

display the output image, However, in a second embodiment,

a retrieval result, of which the display is impossible in

the user terminal, is removed from the output result in

the contents additional service unit.

Though an image retrieving and delivering system

according to the second embodiment has fundamentally the

same configuration as that of the first embodiment,

operations of the image retrieving unit 7 and the contents

additional service unit 9 differ from those of the first

embodiment. Therefore, operations of the image retrieving



unit 7 and the contents additional service unit 9 are

described

.

For example, a case that image data of a retrieval result

is transmitted to a portable telephone is considered. Here,

a coding method of image possible to be received in the

portable telephone is MPEG-4 (Here, terminal information

denoting a delivery condition is transmitted to the server

side simultaneously with the transmission of the retrieval

request). Pieces of image data of the data storing unit

4 are retrieved in the image retrieving unit 7 according

to the retrieval condition transmitted from the user in

the same manner as in the first embodiment, and each piece

of image data composed of contents and meta-data describing

additional information of the contents is output to the

contents additional service unit 9 as a retrieval result.

In the contents additional service unit 9, when each piece

of image data is received, the meta-data describing the

additional information is analyzed, and the piece of image

data, in which the coding method of the contents is MPEG-4,

is extracted. The pieces of extracted image data of the

retrieval results are transmitted to the user terminal of

the client through the output control unit 10.

In cases where text information describing the contents,

which is removed from the output result because the coding

method of the contents is not suitable for the processing

capability of the reception terminal, exists in the

additional information, it is applicable that the text

information be transmitted to the user terminal in place

of the image.

In the above, the coding method is described as an example.



However, an image format is applicable in the same manner

as the coding method.

As is described above, in the second embodiment, because

a retrieval result, of which the reception is impossible

in the reception terminal in response to the retrieval

request transmitted from the client, is removed from the

output result on the server side or because contents such

as text information are transmitted to the reception

terminal in place of the retrieval result, the retrieval

result can be easily displayed in each of various terminals

having processing capabilities different from each other.

EMBODIMENT 3

In the first embodiment or the second embodiment, in

cases where contents of a retrieval result obtained in the

image retrieving unit 7 are formed in a format, in which

the display of the contents of the retrieval result is

impossible in the reception terminal, an example that the

format conversion is performed for the contents of the

retrieval result in the contents additional service unit,

an example that the contents of the retrieval result is

removed from the output result and an example that

substitutive contents such as text information are

transmitted to the reception terminal are described.

However, in a third embodiment, a contents additional

service unit has a function in which the contents of the

retrieval result is transmitted to another terminal

specified by the user.

Though an image retrieving and delivering system

according to the third embodiment has fundamentally the

same configuration as that of the first embodiment, an



operation of a contents additional service unit differs

from that of the first embodiment. Therefore, an operation

of a contents additional service unit is described.

For example, to transmit contents of a retrieval result

to a portable telephone, in the contents additional service

unit 9, contents corresponding to the coding method of

MPEG-2 in the server is converted into that of MPEG-4 and

is transmitted to the reception terminal. In this case,

the contents of MPEG-2 originally retrieved is also

transmitted to a terminal ( for example, a personal computer

terminal) which is specified by the user and can receive

the contents of MPEG-2. Also, it is applicable that the

user specify whether or not the contents of MPEG-2

originally retrieved is transmitted to a terminal which

can receive the contents of MPEG-2.

As is described above, in the third embodiment, in cases

where a retrieval result, which is impossible to be

received in the reception terminal in response to the

retrieval request transmitted from the client, is

format-converted or is removed from the output result or

in cases where substitutive contents is transmitted to the

reception terminal, because the contents of MPEG-2

originally retrieved can be transmitted to a terminal

specified by an instruction of the user, the retrieval

result can be easily displayed in each of various terminals

having processing capabilities different from each other.

EMBODIMENT 4

In the first embodiment or the second embodiment, in

cases where contents of a retrieval result obtained in the

image retrieving unit 7 are formed in a format in which



the display of the contents of the retrieval result is

impossible in the reception terminal, an example that the

format conversion is performed for the contents of the

retrieval result in the contents additional service unit,

an example that the contents of the retrieval result is

removed from the output result and an example that

substitutive contents such as text information are

transmitted to the reception terminal are described.

However, in a fourth embodiment, in cases where the user

cannot receive the contents of the retrieval result

obtained in the image retrieving unit 7, a substitutive

process can be selected, a substitutive process is

determined in advance for each piece of contents, or a

substitutive process is specified in advance by a server.

An outline is described. First, in a case that a

substitutive process can be selected in cases where the

user cannot receive contents of a retrieval result obtained

in the image retrieving unit 7, before the retrieval result

obtained in the image retrieving unit 7 is transmitted,

text, information, in which a plurality of items of

substitutive processes to be selected in the contents

additional service unit 9 are described, is, for example,

produced, and the text information and the contents

description meta-data relating to the image of the

retrieval result are transmitted to the user terminal

through the output control unit 10. Therefore, the user

judges according to the contents description meta-data

that the reception of the image data of the retrieval

result is impossible, and a desired process is selected

from the text information in which the items of the
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substitutive processes are described.

Secondly, in a case that a substitutive process is

determined in advance for each piece of contents,

information, in which a contents producer describes a

substitute process according to a coding method of contents

or/and a file size of the contents for each piece of

contents, is, for example, stored in the data storing unit

4 as contents description meta-data. Therefore, in cases

where the user cannot receive contents retrieved, a

substitute process is performed in the contents additional

service unit 9 according to the information relating to

the substitute process of the contents stored in the data

storing unit 4 .

Thirdly, in a case that a substitutive process is

specified in advance by a server, a substitutive process

is, for example, stored in the data storing unit 4 of a

server. In cases where the user cannot receive a retrieval

result from the server when the user sends a retrieval

request to the server, the substitutive process is

performed in the contents additional service unit 9.

Also, in a case that a substitutive process is specified

in advance by a user, the selected substitutive process

is stored in a terminal of the user or is stored in a user

area in cases where the user area exists in the server,

and a storing condition is reflected in a next retrieval

and the retrieval following the next retrieval. Therefore,

the retrieval suitable for a user's taste can be performed.

Also, other retrieval conditions specified by the user are

reflected in the same manner.

As is described above, in the fourth embodiment, because
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the substitute process can be specified for each user, each

server or each piece of contents in cases where the

retrieval result cannot be received in the reception

terminal of the user, the retrieval can be performed while

reflecting the intention of the user, the server or the

contents producer

.

EMBODIMENT 5

In the fifth embodiment, in cases where copyright

information and/or a distribution condition (free or

charged) of contents are described in the contents

description meta-data, the retrieval and delivering is

performed while using the copyright information and/or the

distribution condition

.

Though the configuration of a server and a client of an

image retrieving and delivering system according to the

fifth embodiment is the same as those shown in Fig. 1 and

Fig. 6, a processing operation in the contents additional

service unit 9 differs from that of the first embodiment.

Therefore, a processing operation in the contents

additional service unit 9 is described in detail.

For example, in cases where a condition "pieces of

contents of the free distribution and free from copyright

are retrieved" is specified according to a specification

condition of the user, contents description meta-data

attached to contents of a retrieval result is analyzed in

the contents additional service unit 9 each time the

retrieval result is obtained in the image retrieving unit

7, and pieces of contents of the free distribution and free

from copyright are extracted. The pieces of extracted

contents are transmitted to the user through the output



control unit 10.

Also, in cases where pieces of charged contents are

retrieved, each piece of charged contents is not delivered

as a retrieval result, but a piece of contents

corresponding to an advertisement of each piece of charged

contents is transmitted. For example, in cases where the

piece of charged contents indicates a "movie", the piece

of contents corresponding to the advertisement of the piece

of charged contents indicates contents such as "preview

of the movie" in which a plurality of representative scenes

are collected. The pieces of advertising contents are

transmitted to the user terminal through the output control

unit 10, and the user watches the pieces of advertising

contents. In cases where the user determines to purchase

one piece of charged contents, the user sends a purchase

instruction to the server, so that the user can receive

the piece of charged contents. In this case, it is

applicable that the user specify a terminal, in which the

pieces of advertising contents are to be received, and a

terminal in which the piece of purchased contents is to

be received. For example, it is possible that the pieces

of advertising contents are received in a portable

telephone and the piece of purchased contents is received

in a personal computer specified by the user.

As is described above, in the fifth embodiment, because

each piece of contents can be retrieved by using the

copyright information and the distribution condition

described in the contents description meta-data attached

to the piece of contents, the user can easily retrieve a

piece of desired contents from various kinds of contents.



EMBODIMENT 6

In the first to fourth embodiments, the contents

description meta-data attached to each piece of contents

is analyzed on the server side, and the format conversion

of the piece of contents and the filtering of the retrieval

results are performed according to the retrieval condition

of the user and the processing capability of the reception

terminal. However, in a sixth embodiment, the piece of

contents and the contents description meta-data are

transmitted from the server side, the contents description

meta-data is analyzed on the client side, and a process

that the piece of contents is not received in cases where

the piece of contents exceeds the capability of the

reception terminal or does not satisfy the retrieval

condition of the user is performed on the client side.

Fig. 7 is a diagram showing the configuration of a client

in an image retrieving and delivering system according

to a sixth embodiment of the present invention. In Fig.

7, 18 indicates a contents description meta-data analyzing

unit for analyzing contents description meta-data. Here,

each constitutional element, which is the same as that

shown in Fig. 6, is indicated by the same reference sign

as that attached to the constitutional element shown in

Fig. 6, and the duplicated description is omitted.

An outline is described.

In the user terminal of the client, contents description

meta-data, in which the feature of contents of a retrieval

result is described, is received from the server. The

received contents description meta-data is input to the

contents description meta-data analyzing unit 18, and the



format of the contents of the retrieval result is examined.

In cases where the format denotes a format at which the

reception of the contents of the retrieval result is

possible in the user terminal, the user terminal of the

client sends a contents transmission request to the server,

and the reception of the contents is performed. In contrast,

in cases where the format denotes a format at which the

reception of the contents of the retrieval result is

impossible in the user terminal, the reception of the

contents is not performed.

Here, in cases where the reception of the contents of

the retrieval result is impossible in the user terminal,

in the same manner as in the fourth embodiment, it is

applicable that the user can select a substitute process.

As is described above, in the sixth embodiment, because

the client analyzes the meta-data in which the feature of

the contents and the format of the contents are described,

the client can judge whether or not the reception of the

contents is possible in the client terminal, so that the

retrieval result can be easily displayed in each of various

terminals having processing capabilities different from

each other.

Accordingly, in an image retrieving and delivering

system and an image retrieving and delivering method

according to the present invention, image data of a

retrieval result can be delivered in a format corresponding

to a processing capability of each of various types of

terminals (for example, a portable telephone, a visual

television and a personal computer) to the terminal through

one of various types of networks such as radio type network.


